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The Effects of Ley and Arable Cropping Systems on the Amounts of Soil
Organic Matter in the Rothamsted and Woburn Ley-Arable Experiments
A. E. JOHNSTON
Introduction
The Agricultural Advisory Council's (1970) report commented on the importance ofsoil
organii matter and gave prominenct to critical values for the amounts needed in certain
soils. In the report it was suggested that short leys could increase the amount of soil
organic matter but no indication was given of the size of the increase that might bc
expected. Experiments comparing ley and arable systems of cropping have been made
at Wobum and Rothamsted for more than 30 and 20 years resp€ctively and changes in
the amounts of soil organic matter under the contrasted systems have been measured.
d'Arifat and Warren (1965) summarised some of the results of the Rothamsted experi-
ments at the end of the first 12 years. This account extends those results and continues
them for a further nine years during which time there \ryere some major changes in the
management of the experiments. The results of the Woburn experiment have not been
discussed previously.
Prrt 1. The Rothsmsted L.y-Arsble experiments, 1949-72
The experiments
Thes€ two experiments, altlough situated about a mile apart on Rothamsted Farm,
are both on soil of the Batcombe Series, undifferentiated phase, which is a flinty silt
loam or loam over Clay-with-flints. Before the experiments started in 1949 the histories
of the two sites were very different. The experiment on Highfield followed very old
permanent grass whilst that on Fosters Field followed long-continued arable cropping.
Since ttre start of the experiments both had the same management with cultivations,
drilling and harvesting done on the same or succeeding days.
The main part of each experiment was the comparison of four contrasted cropPing
systems, each lasting three years, and the measurement of their effects on yields of three
arable test crops (winter wheat, potatoes, barley) that followed. Initially one of the sys
tems tested wai a Srazed ley but sheep grazing had to be abandoned, not least because
the sheep were woffied by dogs when penned on the plots. Starting in 1962 lhe grazed
ley was ieplaced by a grass -clover ley receiving no nitrogen fertiliser; this was compared
with an all-grass ley receiving 75 kg N/ha for each cut taken at silage stage. This ley-with-
N replaced a grass-+lover ley, given much smaller amounts of N, the grass was cut and
removed at hay or silage stage. The treatment cropping systems tested were:
1. Three-year arable rotation (A): one-year seeds hay, sugar beet, oats.
2. Three-year lucerne (Lu): lucerne cut for hay.
3. Three-year $azed ley (L): a grass-clover ley given only a little N was grazed by
sheepl subsequently a three-year grass-<lover ley without N (k) was cut and
removed at silage stage.
4. Three-year conserved ley (Cg): a grass+lover ley given only a little N was cut and
removed at hay or silage stage; subsequently a three-year all-grass ley (Ln) was
given 75 kg NAa for each cut taken at silage stage.
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In addition, at the start of the experiments some plots were (a) sown to grass intended
to remain down longer than the three-year leys, 'reseeded grass', and (b) on Highfeld
only, some plots were left with the original sward unploughed, 'permanent grass'. Both
reseeded and permanent grass were given little N and were g.:aaed by sheep except
when a hay crop was taken once in three years,1949-54, subsequently onc€ in six years
(when the seeds hay crop was taken in the all-arable rotation in each block). When
grazing ceased, plots with both treatments were halved and the halfplots managed either
as the all-grass ley with N or as the grass-<lover ley without N. This change in manage-
ment was made on the permanent grass in 1962 and on the reseeded grass it was phased
in, starting in 1963, on those blocks where it was not intended to plough. These treatments
were:
l. Reseeded glass (R): reseeded at the start of the experiment, grass-+lover with little
N, grazed by sheep, subsequently a split-plot test of grass with much N (Rn) and
grass-clover without N (Rc).
2. Permanent grass (G): Highfield only, the original sward unploughed and given
Iittle N, grazed by sheep, subsequently a split-plot test of grass with much N (Gn)
and grass-+lover without N (Gc).
In both the reseeded and permanent grass there was some clover at the start of the
experiments, this was not eliminated by the small nitrogen dressings given. In both the
Rc and Gc swards the amount of clover increased when N dressings ceased whilst with
the increased fertiliser N dressings to the Rn and Gn swards the clover was eliminated.
Three years oftreatment cropping followed by three years oftest crops gave a six-year
cycle and, as each phase was in duplicate, each experiment consisted of 12 blocks. Each
block had five plots, one each for the arable, lucerne, cut grass and grazed ley systems
and one for the reseeded grass, whilst on Highfield there was a sixth plot of permanent
grass. In 1949 the experiments started with two blocks for fust year treatment crops and
two blocks with the first of the test crops. The remaining blocks were phased in with
treatment and test crops over the following two years so that half the blocks started with
treatment crops and half with test crops. The grass sward on Higbfield was not ploughed
until the autumn before each block was phased in. On Fosters, arable cropping was
continued until the blocks were required. Boyd (1968) summarised yield results to 1967.
For details of seed mixtures, manuring and management see Rothamsted Experimental
Station (1970).
Results
At the start of the experiment ploughing was shallow, not more than I 5 cm deep especially
on Highfield, but the depth of the plough layer was gradually increased to about 23 cm
as more powerful tractors were used for ploughing. It is not known lYhat effect this
gradual deepening of, and incorporation ofsubsoil into, the plough layer might have had
on the accumulation and breakdown of soil organic matter but the results suggest that
any_ effects were rrery small. Details of the methods of sampling and analysis aie given
in the Appendix; all results are given as of carbot (tinsley method) in aii-dry soif0 to
22.5 cm depth of soil. All blocks were not sampled at the start of the experiments but
results from those that were suggested that in 1949 Fosters, the old arable fi;14 had about
1.65% C, whilst Highfeld, long in permanent gass, had about 2.75\ C. These results
are most probably correct for on Fosters the carbon content has remained ab ofi 1.55% C(mean of all cropping systems other than R). On Highfield samples taken h l97Z fuom
two areas of grass still in much the same unimproved condition as the whole fleld was in
1949, contained 2.74% C.
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The experiments each occupy about 2.8 hectares so that some variability in the carbon
content of thc soils would be expec'ted within each site. Appendix Table I gives the f C
for each block on each sampling occasion, the result is the mean of the four systems,
arable, luceme, cut grass/ley-with-N and grazed ley/grass-clover ley. The results show
that on Highfield blocks ll and 12 had most carbon whilst blocks 4 and 6 generally had
least. On Fosters carbon contents rvere more uniform but blocks 3 and 5 on the eastern
side of the experiment generally had more than those on the western side.
TABLE 1
The varidility between blocks in the carbon content of the soils. Rothmsted lzy-
Arable e xpeiment s, I 949-7 2
01 C ia the 0-22.5 crn depth of soil, meao of four tr€atnentst ir each block)
Years after
start of
experimetrt
5
9
12
l5-18
Diffcrllce
a8 '/"
of mcan
m
18
l5
l7
l0
Mean RaDge Difrer.Dce
Hishfield
2.58 2.38-2.91 0.532.4 2.2-2.6s 0.432.25 2.012-38 0.332.14 t.93-2-29 0.362.to 2.G2.22 0.22
Fosters Field
6 1.58 1.52-1'65 0'll 89 1.52 1.42-r.A 0'18 t212 1.4 1.35-1.54 0'19 1315-18 1.50 I .38-l '58 0'20 132l-22 1.54 1.50-1 60 0'10 6
* The four treatmetrts were: all-arable, luc€me, cut grassA€y-with'N and grazed leyley-vith+lover
Table I shows the range of carbon contents of the soils after each period and the
difference between the smallest and largest amounts expressed as a percentage ofthe mean.
The variability was larger on Highfield than on Fosters throughout the whole period of
the experiments, probibly because the soils on Highfield contain residues of old turf.
At the last sampling, after four to eight years of continuous arable cropping, the vari-
ability when eight blocks wer€ samPled at the same time was much less than previously.
Although the variability between blocks was not large, treatment effects were small and
can only be measured reliably from changes in treatments given to the same blocks of the
exlrriment. Results from blocks 1 to 4 on both fields are little used because they were
not sampled often enough.
Appendix Tables 2 and 3 give results for lC for each cropping system on each
sampling occasion for blocks starting with treatment and test croPs respectively. Each
plotin ach block was sampled and analysed separately; the results given are the mean
of two replicates.
Arcble rd ley-arable croppitrg systems--+lotks starting wifh trestment crop. Table 2
shows for each system, the lC after 6,9,12al,d 15 years i! four blocks in each experi-
ment which started with three years of treatment crop6.
On Eighfuld, originally permonnt grurl, 0'65% C was lost Mween the sixth and
fifteenth years from soils cropped continuously with arable crops. This loss was about
251 of lhe organic matter still prcsent in the sixth year. Ot the 2'75% C the soils col-
tained at the start of the experiment the loss by the fifteenth year was 281. With the
133
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TAXT,E 2
Comparison of anounts of orgaic carbon in the soil of the all-&able od ley od aruble
cropping systems after different periods. Rothonsled liy-Aroble expeiments, 1949-72
(Mean of four of the blocks in each experimedt which staned with tr€atuetrt crops)
% C l^ the 0-22,5 @, depth of soil (Tinsley nethod)
"o"#,mTff*i,"*Years after the start
of the expedment
l5th yaar
Alter 21 22
years
2.to
2.10
2.19
Continuous aiable since 1.,18
1950-51
Rotation of 3 years arable
with 3 yeaN of:Luceme 1.57
Cut grassl-ey-with-N 1.A
Graud leyflry-with-clover 1.60
Highfield Olocks 5, 8, 9, l2)"-origim y permarc grsss
Cootiouous arable sirce 2.61 2.26 2.14 2.02 
-0.65 2.001950-51
Rotatioo of 3 y.aG srable
with 3 years of:Luceme 2.A
Cut grassflry-with-N 2.@
Grazed leyflry-$ithdover 2-66
Fosters Field (blocks 5, 7, 6, I l) 
-origidally continuous aiable
Charyp in
6-7 years
-0.02
+0.10
Change from
6th to l5th
yeaf
2.51 2.21 2-O9 
-0.532.$ 2.n 2.08 
-0.s22.65 2.35 2.lO 
-0.56
+0.0r
+0 02
+0.09
+0.09
+0.08
+0.02
I .50 1.341.62 1.44
l'68 l',18
l.4l 1.34 1.36 
-O.12 1.46
t -49
I .56
1.57
f.i() 
-0.17l',18 
-0'141.55 0.05
alternate ley-arable systems the loss of organic matter \vas only a little less than with
all-arable cropping. On averuge 0.541C was lost b€tween the sixth and fifteenth years.
Thus on this soil, initially rich in organic matter, alternating three years ofley with three
years of arable crops did not preveDt a loss of organic carbon almost as large as that with
all-arable cropping.
Oa losters liekl, an old arable soil, continuing with arable cropping caused little
further loss of carbon, 0.12 f C which represents about 8 I of that present in the sixth
year. Of the 1.65'% C tlJre soils contained at the start of the experiment the loss by the
fifteenth year was l7l- Although this soil initially contained less organic matier
than the soil on Highfield, alternating three years of ley with three years of arable
cropping did not acaumulate soil organic carbon. In fact, after 15 years, there was, on
average, no more organic carbon in the ley-arable soils than there was in the all-arable
soil.
After 15 years the comparison of ley and arable cropping systems ceased except on
blocks I to 4 and all plots were cropped continuously with cereals for six or seven years.
Table 2 shows that there was very little further loss of carbon, less than 0.10 f C, during
this period on either fleld.
Areble and cmpping systems--bloc-Ls strrting vith test crops. Table 3 shows
the changes h lCit four of the six blocks in each experiment which started with test
crops.
On Eighfultl, I 6 / of tle organic matter still present in tle sixth year was lost between
the sixth and eighteenth years when arable crops were grown continuously. This was a
little less than on blocks which started with treatment crops because more orgaoic
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matter had beetr lost from these soils by the sixth year. About 24 % of thc orgBnic matief,
present at the start of the experiment was lost by the eiSht€enth year, compared with
281lost from blocks starting with treatment croPs. The loss of organic matter was
aLnost as large under a three-year lucerne ley as it was with all-arable croPping, but was
less ur:der a grazed ley.
TABIT 3
Comporison of arnotmts of otgotic csbon in the soil of the all-aruble and ley and oable
cropphg systems $ter diferent periods. Rothonsted kfArable experiments, 1949-72
(M€en of four of the blocks in each expc.imeot which staited with test crops)
y"C in the O-22 5 cm deprh of soil CfiDsley method)
All sequences in
yea. after the start 
contiDuols ceJeals shce
of the exDerim€Dt Changp froE
-;---;-- 
" 
:l "1;11'o '5;1"'' g,5ll
Hiehfcld Olocks 6 7, lq I lForigina y pemarctrt grass
Continuous aiable since 2'49 2'39 2'10 2'08 
-0'41 l'96 -0'12
1950-51
Rotation of 3 }llars arable
with 3 vears of:
r.nceme' 2's2 2'28 2'U 2'14 
-0'38 2'06 -0'08
Cut srassA-ey-ivirh-N 2'58 2'38 2 26 2'2A 
-0'30 2'18 -0'10cr.;d byl;y-with- 2'50 2 46 2'16 2'34 
-0'16 2'22 -o'12
clovea
Foste6 Field (blocks 8, 9, 10, l2Foriginally continuous arable
Cootinuous srable sioce 1'50 l'46 l'33 l'44 
-0'06 l'45 +0'02
1950-51
Rotation of 3 years arable
with 3 vears of:Luceme' l'52 1 44 l'41 147 
-0'05 l'54 +0 07
Cut grassflry-with-N 1 62 1'4a l '50 l'60 
-0 02 l'62 +0 02Grazid leyfliy-with-clover l'60 l'50 l'50 l'65 +O'05 1'51 
-0'04
TABLE 4
Percentage increases in orgaic carbon due to ley treatmcnts compared to an all-mable
rutatbn oftet difercnt periods. Rolh@nsted lzy-Ardble exPerirnents, 1949-72
(M€ao of cight block in each experimetrt for 6, 9 and 12 years, four blocks for 15 aod l8 yeaN)
Years after the start of the expcdment
TrEatment s€quence 6 9 12 15 18
Percetrtage incaeas€ id orgaoic carbotr over that itr the a[-arablc
Lucema 
-0 4 +3'4 +4'7 +3'5 +2'9Cut grarsflry-with-N +O'4 +6'0 +6'6 +3'0 +9'6
Crazia ftiyfl,cy-withdovcr 0 +10'3 +ll'3 +4'0 +12'5
AJable %C
Anble lC
Highfield orighally perDaneot grass
2.5E 2.32 2.12 2-A 2.08
Fosters Field otiginally codtinuous arable
1.49 1.44 l-34 !.35 l'44
P€rcentaSp increase io orSanic carbon over thst io the al-arsble
Lucenc +3.4 +2.1 +3 0 +2'9 +2'l
cllt srEssfl-€y-witLN +8'7 +7'6 +9'7 +8'8 +tl'l
Craad Evifiv-witU-c.lovc.r +7.1 +lO'4 +ll'2 +14'0 +14'6
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On Fosterc lield too, the results from blocks starting with test crops were very similarto those starting with treatment crops. Continuous arable cropping caused a small
loss-, less than 5'/., of the organic matter present in the sixtn yeaiittere was no change
in the amount of organic matter when resurts from the three systems which included lels
were averaged.
After 18 years the comparison of ley and arable systems ceased on these blocks and
cropping continued with cereal crops. Results in Table 3 confirm those in Table 2,
there was very little further change in the carbon content of the soils.
gTees causln py leys compared with all-arable cropping. Irrespective of whether the
blocks started with treatment or test crops the effect on tlie organic matter content of the
soil was much the same especially after the first six or nine yiars (fables 2 and 3). The
results are combined in Table 4 which shows the effects on ioil organic carbon of three
Iey-arable systems and compares them with continuous arable. Eaih soil when cropped
with.a ley and arable system always contained more organic matter than the same ioil
continuously in arable and the carbon analyses were ilways in tie order: arable <
lucerne < cut gass/ley-with-N < grazed ley/ley-with-clover. Differences between the
effects of the treatunents are, however, small. Lucerne leys increased organic matter less
than 5 Z"_ whilst the largest effect of grazed Iey was only 151. Equally important more-
over, is the evidence these results provide that the effeci or tils is iot ineater on Fosters,
the old arable field, than on Highfield, rong in permanent grass. It is aiso interesting ttrai
the. results in Table 4 show no appreciabre cliange in thJ size of the effects or tnI teys
with increasing time.
Fig. I shows how the organic carbon changed with time with the various cropping
systems. The figure shows clearly that, although the ley-arable soils always haa mori
organic matter than the all-arable soils the extra was small. The very smail increase in
organic matter on Fosters after l8 years may be an effect of the changj in sampling depttr
asmentioned in the Appendix. Fig. I further shows that if the organic ."tte, oi ffign_
field had continued to decrease after the fust 12 years at the same iate as before, then;he
all-arable soils would have mntained little moie organic matter than those on Fosters
after 24 years. However, the rate of loss decreased considerably between the sixth and
twenty-second year and the all-arable so s on Highfield still contained after 22 years,
about 0.5% C more than those on Fosters. Bloc[s 1 to 4 in both experiments are to
continue with present treatments unchanged to see r hat further changes take place.
Ploughing_-some old sward, adjacent to oni of the blocks of the Higbfief experimint in
spring 1959 when the soil contained 3.W% C, shows that such changes may take manyyears. The land has been fallowed each year and, without any adCltioni of organic
matter as root residues from crops, in l97l there was still l.65% C, slightly more th-an in
the all-arable soil on Fosters.
Reeeded ald lrcrmanent grass. After grazing ceased, reseeded (R) and permanent (G)
grass plots $-ere split to compare (l) grass {lover without N (Rc and Gc treatment$ ;d(2) grass-with-N (Rn and Gn treatmeDts). Samples were taken only when the other'plotsin each block were sampled so that there are not always resultj for each block every
three years. However, if it is assumed that the rate of chinge was about the sam" o, 
"ilblocks, results can be derived for each three-year periodl Such results are shown by
open circles in Fig. 2.
P:!.m-a!e!rl gtoss: Fig. 2 shows changes in organic carbon under permanent grass
on Highfield and the results for four pairs of btoc[s show how very similar the chiges
were on all blocks. Before 1949 part of the field was used for an experiment on the residual
135
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Frc. l. ChanSps in org8nic carbotr itl soil caused by ley and arablc ooppitrg systems. RothaosM
IJy-Aiable experiB€lts, 1949-72. Conthuous arable cropping, O ; Iey-arable qopping systems, luceme,tr: ora gass/ley-with-N, A: grazed ley/ley-\,rith-clover, V. (Results are meani from eight blocks for
each erperimeut for 6,9, 12 and,2lln years atrd from four blocks for 15 aDd 18 yea$.)
value of animal feedingstufs, stocking rat€s were small and management not intensive.
With increased fertiliser used and more intensive grazing by sheep during the first 12
years of the ley-arable experiment organic matter increased, on average by llC. The
shapes of the curves in Fig. 2 suggest that the rate of increase was diminishing as a new
equilibrium between accumulation and decomposition of organic matter was established.
The change of management to cutting the leys caused a loss of about 0'251 C and
apparenfly a new equilibrium was established at about 3'51C in the soil. After 18 years
this permanent grass was ploughed and cropped as the all-arable rotation. Fig. 2 shows
there was a loss of organic matt€r. After tbree or four years of arable cropping the soil
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Frc. 2. Changes in organic carbotr in soil uDder pemanent grass c.mpared with continuous a..ble
cropplng. Highfield l4V-Aryble experimeat, RotbaflBtcd, 1949--72. Permaneat 8rasr, O, measured
values; O, estimated values. Grass grazed 
-, 
grass qrt at silage stagp 
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- - - -. 
Conlinuous arable ctopping since lhe start of tbe experirircnl
x-----/.(ResultsaremeaDsfromfourpairsofblocksforpermaneotgrass,andfromeiShtblocks
for conl inuous arable.)
had slightly more organic matter than at the start of the experiment and abot ll C
more than in those soils which grew arable crops continuously for 2l years.
Tlte rcseedcd gross was treated in two diferent ways. On six blocks it was grazed for
12 or 15 years, then ploughed and cropped as the all-arable system in each block. On
the other six blocks it was grazed for 12 or 13 years before the comparison between the
two methods of managing cut grass, Rc and Rn, was introduced. This cut grass lasted
five or six years before it also was ploughed on four blocks and the plots were cropped
continuously with arable crops. Fig. 3 shows the changes in organic carbon with reseeded
grass. Fig. 3a shows that with grazing, organic carbon increased, and after l2 years there
was slightly more than 3lC on Highfield and 2lC oD Fosters. The indication from
the shapes of the curves is that organic matter on the old arable soil @osters) was
138
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Frc. 3. Chanees iD otg ric carbon itr soil under the rEseeded gIars. Rothansted lry-Arable experi
ments. 1949-72. Hishfreld. al Foste6. x.
--FiCi fa. Crass Fazed for 15 yeara thetr ploughed ard arable crops grow[ codtinuously for 6 to
7 v*rs. Grass s-azed _; all_arable c_ropDine, _ _ _ _ _.
'Frc. lb. Cirs gazed for 12 years tlei c1rt at silaSE stagp for six years, then ploughed and arable
crops growa continiously for thrce to four years. Grass grazz4 
-; 
Srass c1lt 
- -; all aiable cropping;
- -_- 
---. 
(Results are means from all l2 blocks in bolh experiEoents.)
increasing so slowly that it would take many years to equal the amount present in soil
long in permanent grass (Highfield). When the reseeded grass was ploughed the amount of
organic matter decreased. During eight to ten years of continuous arable cropping
abo,rt 25% of the organic matter on Hiehfeld was lost, whilst on Fosters, where there
rvas much less initially, only about 15 % was lost.
Figure 3b shows the effect of the change to cutting the reseeded grass. The results
during tle first 12 years confrm the previous observation (Fig. 3a) that there was no
rapid accumulation of organic matter on Fosters. There is some indication that the
change from grazing to cutting leys caused some loss of organic matter as new and
t39
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smaller equilibrium values were established between accumulation and decomposition,
on both fields. This confirms the results from the permanent grass plots on Highfield'
These results differ from those obtained with three-year leys where it was not possible
to detect any effect due to the change from grazing to cutting leys at silage stage'
Comparison between continuous arable and reseeded and P€mrne gress' Fig 4
*-iu.o the changes it \C it the all-arable system with those-under reseeded and
permanent grass on both.Aighfield and Fosters. The results are from blocks 5 to 12
inclusive on-both fields- Comparisons are best made with the results from plots gowing
arable crops continuously on Fosters. After a small decrease in organic matter in the
first few yiars of the experiment the organic carbon content remained unchanged at
i4-1.5%'C. Whilst the riseeded grass remained unploughed organic matter in the soil
increased, to 2'11C. Thus after i2 years there was 501more organic matter in these
soils than in thosi growing arable crops continuously. After ploughing the reseeded
grass, arable crops wire grown for nine years; there was still 
-O4% C more in these soilshin. 4) thuo in those with conlinuous arable even at the end of the nine years'
' Fig.'4 also shows that on the old arable soil of Fosters Field, when the reseeded
grass"was grazed, organic carbon increased during the first 12 years and then it equalled
ih" u.ourrlt to which the old grassland soil on Highfield decreased when arable crops
were grown continuously. However, during the next nine years-, with continuous arable
".oppirg 
oo both soils, organic matter decreased more after the reseeded grass on the
oldirable soil than on the soil originally richer in organic matter'
Fig. 4 shows that even on the soil initially well supplied with organic matter, improved
manigement of the grass increased the organic carbon in the soil. ft is interesting that
organic matter in thJ soil on Highfield was always less under reseeded grass than und€r
peimanent grass. The difference must be because organic matter was lost when the
-p".-ao"nt 
!.u.t t"* ploughed and the soil cultivated before resowing' Subsequently,
ivhen both ieseeded and permanent grass were graznd, orgaric matter increased at the
same rate with both treatments.
On Highfield organic matter was lost during the nine years of arable cropping that
followed ihe 12 yJars of reseeded grass but these soils still contained more organic
matter than thosi where short leys alternated with arable crops. As the same result was
ioond on Fosters this suggests that soil organic matter will be increased and maintained
t"it"i uv a long period ii grass, 9 or 12 years, followed by an equally long period of
arable ciopping-than by altCrnating three-year leys with three years of arable crops'
Part 2. The Wobun Ly-Anble exlrcrlment, 193&{9
The experiment
In 1938, when the experiment started, it was thought that alternadng leys with arable
".op. 
*ould huu" greaier benefit on the lighter rather than the heavier soil on the Woburn
iu"ir. rn" light s;l is classified as Cottenham Series, which is a sandy loam developed
io J.ift or"rio*"r Greensand. The history of the chosen site, Series D, Stackyard Field,
was well-known as experiments had been made there sinc€ 1876. Initially called Rotation
IV, the site *". on" Lf four blocks farmed on a four-course rotation of roots, barleJ,
,."4. una wheat. In each block there were four plots which tested the residual manurial
value of cake and corn fed to animals in yards, or on the land, and compared their cfects
with those of NPKMg fertilisers supplying the same amount of nutrients as in the manure
made from the two fidingstuffs. In 19t I this experiment was greatly modified but Series
D continued in a four-course rotation until ]l936.1n 193'l the site was fallowed prior to
l4t
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the stzrt of ttre ky-Arable experiment in 1938. The rotation experiment was well-
manur€d between 1876 and 1884; between 1885 and 1902 there was a deliberate attempt
to decrease fertility and from 1903 to 1936 manuring was average for the period..
The Woburn experiment was simpler than those at Rothamsted, which undoubtedly
benefited from experience gained at Woburn. In retrospect, it is unfortunate that thl
Woburn experiment did not include a test ofa long ley or reseeded grass. Four contrasted
cropping systems, each lasting three years, were compared, and their effects were measured
from the yields of two arable test crops that followed. Three clops were used as first
test crops: potatoes, 1938-55, sugar beet 195647 and barley 1968-69. The second test
crop was always barley. The treatment cropping systems were:
l. Three-year arable with roots (Ar): potatoes, cereal, root crop.
2. Three-year arable with hay (Ah): potatoes, cereal, one-year seeds-hay.
3. Three-year lucerne (Lu): luceme cut for hay, after 1963 lucerne was replaced by
sainfoin.
4. Three-year grass-+lover ley (L): the ley was given only a little N and was grazed by
sheep.
The experiment had five blocks, one for each phase of the five-year cycle of treatment
and test crops, there was no replication. Each block was divided into eight plots to com_
pare the effects of repeating each of ttre four croppitrg systems either (i) always on the
same plot, or (ii) following one another on each plot, the arable and tey systems alter-
nating. The experiment therefore included plots where treatment sequences were con-
tinuous and others where the sequences alternated, For example, three years of treatment
crops and two years of test crops, potatoes (P) and barley (B) succeeded one another
as follows:
Treatment sequences cootinuous rAr PB Ar PB Ar PBll-u PB Lu PB Lu PB Ar PBLu PB
Treatmedt sequetrces altemated fLu PB1Ar PB AI PB L PB Ah PBLu PB Ah PB L PB
In addition a test of farmyard manure (FYM), applied to the flrst test crop, was
included. The amount applied was 38 t FYM/ha; the test was made on half plots.
Starting in 1938, each block was phased in as follows:
Year
1938
1939
1940
t94t
1942
2
Barley
lTs
2Ts
lTr
2Tt
I
Barley
Hay/Xale
lTs
2Ts
1Tr
lTr 2Ts2'fr lTr3Tr 2TtlTs 3Tr2Ts lTs
lTs
2Ts
lTr
2'tt
3Tr
1,2,3: lst,2nd,3rd year; Tr, treatment crop; Ts, test clop
Boyd (1968) summarised yield results to 1967. For details of seed mixtures, manuring
and management see Rothamsted Experimental Station (1970).
Results
The methods of sampling and analysis are given in the Appendix. Before the start of the
experiment in 1938 the average carbon content of the soil ofthe five blocks was 1.021 C-
The Woburn experiment occupies about 1.6 ha, less than either Rothamsted experiment.
However, the site is on a slope with block I at the top and 5 at the bottom. Table 5 shows
how the carbon content varied between blocks at the start of the experiment and after
142
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18,23and23years.Block4alwayshadthemostcarbonandblocksland2least.Treat.
ments which increased or decreased soil organic carbon always had the same effect on
*r" Jfarart blocks. However, all treatment means in this paper are averages of all five
bl,ocks because differences in soil carbon between blocks were as great as, or greater than,
the effect of the treatments.
TABLE 5
The vmiability between blocks in the carbon content of the soils'
14 obum Ley-Arable expeiment, 193849
(% C in the G-25 cm depth. Mean of aI plots in each block)
1234
0.97 0.93 1.03 1.15
MeaD Raoge
1.02 O'93 to l'15lst year 1938
After 18 years
After 23 years
Afte! 28 years
After 18 yea6
After 23 years
After 28 yea6
Block
0.89 0.94 1.10
0.88 0.93 1 02
0.96 0.95 1.02
Difrerence
0.02
0.33
0340-n
0.t 8
0.21
o.D.
Difference
as '%
of mean
22I .01
Plots where featm€nt s€quences were continuous
122 1'11 105 089to122
1.22 l'15 l'04 0 88 to l'22122 108 105 0 95to l-22
3l
33
26
t7
m
2l
Plots wherc treatment sequences were altemated
o.98 0.96 l l0 l 14 1 08 1 05 0 96to l 14
os9 os+ t.00 l.l3 l'15 104 094tol 15
i-o+ o.se 1.01 1'18 106 t'05 0'96to1'18
Appentlix Tables 4 and 5 give the fC in the soil of each plot aftet 18, 23 and 28 years
wheie treatment sequences were @ntinuous and alternating respectively. On those plots
where treatment sequences alternated, the results from the same group ofplots are always
averageo and given under the heading of the treatment sequence with which the plots
rtuJ"l io D3d-42. ln Appendix Table 5 the treatment, ley or arable, from which the
samples were taken is showtr.
TABI,E 6
comparison of frnounts of organic carbon in the soil of lhe all-orable and ley and arable
cioppirg systems after- diffirent perbds. Woburn l*y-Arable experimmt, 193849
Plots where tleatment lequences werc continuorxi
(% C in the 0-25 cm depth of soil CliDslev Eerhod))
Years after the start
of the experiment
t8 23
Plots without FYM
Rotatio[ of 2 Yeals arable test clops
with 3 years of:
Arable-with-roots
Arable-with-hay
Luceme
crazed ley
0.91 0.90 0'88 
-0'030.98 0.94 0 95 0 03l.0o 0.96 0'95 0'05l.1o l.l0 1 13 +0 03
o.D 0.97 0'98t.07 1.07 l'04t.l4 1.10 l'13t.zl 1.28 l'32
Plots with FYM
Rotation of 2 years arable t€st c'rops
Change lrom
l8th to 28th
yezr
001
0.03
0.01
+0.11
with 3 yeaN of:
Aiable-with-rcots
Arable-with-hay
Luceme
G.azed ley
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Chuges in each system betreen the eighteenth and twenty-eighth years. Table 6 showsfor each cropping system the % C after 18, 23 and 2g yiars-wheie treatment sequences
were continuous. Between the eighteenth and twenty-aighth years only 0.03f C was
lost during the ten years in the all-arabre systems whire FyM-was not given. riis loss,
which occurred whether a root crop or a one year seeds_hay was taken in the third
treatment]ear, was only 3\ of the organic matter still present in the eighteenttr year.
Where FYM was given once in five years, the losses were the same or slightiy less. Taile 6
also shows that organic matter increased very little (about : /) when a ihree-year gnzed,ley altenlated with two years of arable crops not given FyM, but more (about'll/)
when FYM was given.
Under the lucerne ley, carbon in the soil slightly decreased and tle effect ofthe luc€rne
on soil organic matter was, therefore, more like that ofall-arable cropping than of grazed
ley. Similar results were obtained in the Rothamsted experiments (sei pige 135). -
_ 
The changes in organic carbon in the soil due to the ireatments iooli p'iu"" during all
the 28 years of the experiment but the effects were not large. About I I /" of the origlnal
amount of soil organic matter was lost from the all-arabli systems and lbout l4fwas
gained with the grazed ley when no FyM was given.
TABLE 7
Comparison of amounts of organic carbon in the soil of the ley-arable uopping systems after
diferent peiods. lloburn Ley-Arable expeiment, l93gi9
Plots where treatmeot sequences werc altemated
(oAC ir the O 25 c depth of soil Crinsley Eethod))
Change from
l8th to 28rh
year
Ptots without FFM
1.08 1.01 l.o4 _0.040.95 0.95 0.97 10.02o.97 0.94 0.91 
- 0.040.95 1.O2 0.96 +0.01
Plots with FYM
1.21 1.16 t.t9 _0.02l.o7 1.06 r .10 +0.03r.08 r'04 t.o2 0.06I09 I.t8 l.l9 +0.t0
Table 7 shows for each cropping system the % C in soil after lg, 23 and 2g years where
treatment sequences were alternated. The results confrm those given in Table 6 and show
that changes in soil organic carbon between the eighte€nth and. twenty-eighth years
were very small. The changes are more variable however because a loss with- all-arable
cropping could be compensated in part by a gain with grazed ley. Results from the
continuous and alternating treatment sequences are, therefore, discussed separately.
Changes caused by the treatments compared witt arable-withroots" Table g gives the
increases in organic carbon due to ley and arable-with-hay systems 
"o-pui"d *ithcontinuous arable-with-roots cropping. There was least organic matter with -the arable-
with-roots system both without and with FyM applied x 3g t/ha once every five
years. Increases from the other three cropping syitems at any comparable timj were
small. without FYM, soil carbon increased by less than lOf under luceme antl arable-
with-hay rotations; but by as much as 30% under grazed ley. It was only under grazed.
144
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Arable-with-roots
Arable-with-hay
I-uceme
Grazed ley
Arable-with-roots
Aiable-with-hay
Luceme
Grazed ley
Years after the start
of the experiment
t8 23 2A
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TABI,E 6
Increases in organic carbon due to ley and arable-with-hay cropping systems compared to
an all-arable rotaion, Woburn Le1-Arable experiment, 193849
Plots where treatmeDt sequeoces were cootiouous
(% C itr G-25 cm depth $oil)
Years after the start of the
exDedmeat18 23 23
Plots without FYM
0.91
Rotation
Arable-with-roots % C
Arable-with-hay
Luceme
Grazed ley
0.90 0.88
Percentage itrcrease irt oagaoic carbon compared with arable-with-roots
Arable-with-hay
Luc€me
Graz ed ley
Arable-with-roots %C 0 9 0.98
Percentage increase itr organic carbon cohpared with arable-with-roots
8
8
28
6
l5
35
10
t3
32
8
t0
2t
8
l5
22
4
7
PloA \rith FYM
o-97
ley that organic matter incrcased tlroughout the experiment. Where FYM was also
applied, ttre increases in organic matter due to leys were larger than without FYM; the
increase was 15f with lucerne and as much as 35\ with $aztd ley.
The changes in soil carbon caused by alternating tle treatment sequenc€s are best
compard with the % C in the continuous arable-with-roots. Table 9 shows the results.
TABLE 9
Changes in organic carbo due to altemaing ley and arable cropping syslems compared with
continuous arable, Woburn Ley-Arable experiment, 19j849
Plots where Eeatm€ot sequenc€s were altemated
(% C in 0-25 cm depth soil)
Yeals after the start of the
experiment
l8 23 28
Ptots without FYM
Continuous arable-with-
roots since 1938, %C
0.91
Percetrtage incxease in orgaoic carboo compated with arable-with-roots
Plots srarting iB 1938-42 with:Arable-with-roots 19 l2 l8Arable-with-hay 4 6 l0Luceme 6 4 6
Grazed ley 4 1,3 9
0.90 088
Continuous arable-with-
roots since 1938, % C
Plots with FYM
0.99 0.97 0.98
Percentage increase iq organic carbon compa.red with a.able-with-root$
Plots startiDg io 193H2 with:Arable-with-roots 22 20 2lAmble-with-hay 8 9 12Luceme 9 7 4
Grazed ley lO 22 2l
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Plors
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FYM
Plots
with
FYM
FIo. 5. Changes io organic carbon in soil caosed by ley and at-abl€ croppitrS systems. Wobum IJy-
Arable experieeot, 193H9. Plots where treatrrent sequences $€r€ continuoius.
FIG.5a. Plots oot given farmyard Daoule (FYM)-
Flc. 5b. Plots given famyard Danur€, 38 t/ba ooce every 6ve yea$.
Cropping systeEs tested: arable-with-roots, O; arablc-with-hay, O; Iucemc, tr; grared ley, V.
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Yeors since the shcrt of the experiment
Frc.6. Chanres in orranic carbon in soil caused bv akemating the keaunent sequeDces cmpared
to the continuoua arable-ftth-roots slstefir wobum ky-Arable experiment, 193H9.
Frc.6a. Plots not given farmyard matrurc (FYM)'
Frc- 6b. Plots civen farmvard rnanure. 38 t/ba once every 6ve yea$.
Treatnreot s€que;ces lhat sjaried with: arable-wilh-roots, x; arable-with'hay, I ; IucerDe, A; graz2d
Iey, V. Continuous arable-with-roots system, O.
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Comparing the results in Tables 8 and 9 shows that the effects on soil carbon were smaller
when treatment sequences alternated than when they were continuous. Both losses andgains of organic carbon werc smaller when treatments alternated- For example, onplots starting dr'in E 1938-42 with arable-with-roots and grazed len the organicLibon
contents after 28 years were:
Wherc treatment sequencts
cootinuoua altemated
%cWithout FYM
Arablewith-roots
Grazed ley
differeDce oey minus arable)
0.88
1 .13
0.25
t.u
0.96
-0.08
withFrMAiable-with-roots O-98 1.19
crazed ley 1.32 i igditreEoce (ley minus arabl€) 0.34 0
Thus, during the 28 years of the experiment, the organic matter was conserved but notbuilt up appreciably by alternating the three-year tieatment sequences.
Figs. 5_g-1d 6 show how the organic carbon changed with timi with various cropping
systems. Where treatment sequences were continuous and no FyM was given soit ciitoi
declined slorr_ly but,steadily in soils ofall systems except that where there was a three-year
grazed ley followed by two years of arable crops @g. 5y. However, even where the all-
arable rotations have been continued for 28 years thi amount of soil carbon, O8g% C,
is not yet as small as in soils from the classical wheat and Barley experiment on anotherpart of the same field where the carbon contents of some soili in 1972 were less than
0.6 % C. It is not known if the carbon contents of the afl-arable soils in the I*y_Arable
experiment will become as small as the carbon contents of the classical experiment soils
where small crops ofcereals have been grown continuously since I g26. In thj three sysrcms
wtere qlg3nic matter was lost, giving FYM decreased thi rate of loss; \yith the grazedley
giving FYM enhanced the gain in soil carbon. Fig. 6 shows how altemating the ireatment
sequences. caused the organic matter to increase or decrease according to the treatment
sequencejust grown. Comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 shows that between tlhe eighteenth and
twenty-eighth years,_changes in organic matter during five years were generally larger with
alternating than with continuous rotations. The annual loss of organic carbon dluring a
fiv+year all-arable rotation following a grazed ley was about fivJtimes larger than Ihe
annual loss from soil under continuous arable since the start of the experimJnt. Conver_
sely the ann ral gain in organic carbon under a three year grazed ley foliowing a period of
arable cropping was larger than the gain in organic carbon in soili where, si-ncsthe start
of the experiment, the five-year rotation had included three years of grazed ley.
Eflect of frmyart m,trure. The results in Tables 6 to 9 and Figs. 5 and 6 show that FyM
had a measurable eflect on the amount of organic matter. Recent dressings of FyM given
at Woburn have added 86.6 kg C/ha for each I t FyM/ha applied (M-attingly, pivate
communication). The increase in f C from any dressing of FyM can be calculated,
a-ssuming that tlre 0 to 25 cm depth ofsoil at Wobum weighs 3.36 x 100 kg/ha. Table ld
shows increases in { C calculated from the amounts of FyM added afiir lg, 23 and
28 years, the measured increases as /,C, and as perctntages of the calculated imounts
applied in FYM. All comparisons show that the amount ofixtra organic matter accumu-
lated from FYM did not increase with time and, where treatmenisequenccs were con-
tinuous, the increase in organic matter depended only on the cropping system. With
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TABI,E 10
Efect offarmyard maflure on the atnowt of soil organh cmbon. lYoburn lty-Arable
experiment, 19j849
Cal.u-
lated
Ye-ars ioctease
after in
6tart of organic
experi- carbotrDEot %C
18 0.29421 0.39229 0',t{19
t8 0-29423 0.39228 0.,t89
Measured itrqease as percrotage
of calclrlated
Rotation a1 the start of the expedm€lt Rotation at the start of the experiment
Arable- Arabl+ Grazed Arable- Arable- Grazed
roots hay Lucertre ley roots hly Luceme ley
Plots wherE treatmeat sequeoc€s wele @ntinuous
0.078 0.087 0.145 0.117 n 30 50 400.070 o-lu 0.149 0.186 t8 32 38 480.098 0.091 0.176 0.193 m 19 36 40
Me4n 22 n 41 43
Plots where treahent s€quences were altemated
0.134 0.122 0.113 0.143 46 4t 38 490.157 0.109 0.106 0'157 N 28 27 ,100.150 0.1n 0.094 0-235 3t 26 19 48
Meao 39 32 28 46
the two arable systems, where the land was plougled and cultivated every year, only
about a quarter ofthe organic matter added as FYM remained in ttre soil. Where lucerne
and grazed leys were grown and land was not ploughed for the three treatment years the
increase was larger, about zl0 f of the added organic matter. Where treatment sequences
were alternated arable and ley treatments had similar eflects. When averaged over the
three periods, the measured increases in %, C, as percefiages of the calculated amounts
applied in FYM, ranged from 28 to 45)(.
Part 3. Compadsons between and conclusions from tle expedments
Results from the ley-arable experiments at Woburn and Rothamsted show the effects
different cropping systems had on soil organic matter after more than 20 years. Fig. 7
summarises the changes in organic carbon with time for some treatments in all three
experiments. There are two important conclusions:
l. There is eflectively no overlap between the results for the three experiments, each
occupies a separate part of the figure with the exception of the reseeded grass
treatment on Fosters Field. This treatment, if it had continued, might have accumu-
lated more organic matter and eventually had more than the all-arable rotation on
Highfield.
2. On the lighi soil at Woburn no cropping system increased organic matter rapidly.
A five-year cycle of three years grazed ley followed by two years arable crops
conserved orgauic matter but did not appreciably increase it, except when fiye
dressings of FYM, each of 38 t/ha, were also given every fifth year to the first
test crop. Even after 28 years with this treatment, there was less organic matter in the
Woburn soils tian in soils from the all-arable rotation on Fosters Field at
Rothamsted.
Fig. 7 shows that in the all-arable rotations at Wobum there was a small but con-
tinuiDg loss of organic carbon. However, since 1938, this loss was less than on the Classical
site on the same field where cereals were grown continuously. There were similar results
at Rothamsted. There was little change in organic matter with the all-arable rotation on
Fosters Field, and the amount is still larger tban on Broadbalk where fertilisers only are
149
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Yeors since the storr of the experiments
Frc. 7. Changes in organic carbon in soil caus€d by some of the cropping systems tqsted io three
ley-arable experiments. (i) Wobum, where trertmen! seeuenc€s were cooiinuous. l9J8-69: (ii) Fosters
field, Rothamsted, 1949-72i (i lligbfeld, Rolhamsrea, 1949:72. Conriouous arable ciobping, O;
Iey-arable systems, Iuceme, tr; grazed ley, V; grazed ley with farmyard trradure, V; erass ior maniyears; reseeded grass, x ; peErurnetrt griusr + ; these two gras.s treatments were divided into grass graze<i,
-; grass cut, 
- -; amble cropping after grass ploughed, - - - - -.
given to winter wheat grown continuously. We intend to see whether a rotation of arable
crops conserves organic matter better than continuous cereal growing. Much organic
matter was lost during the all-arable rotation on Highfleld where there was much at the
start of the experiment. Howeyer, the rate of loss decreased appreciably over the last six
years and after 22 years the all-arable soils on Higbfield still contained zbout 0.51
more carbon than soils oD Fosters.
Of the ley-arable systems teste4 a grazed ley increased organic matter most compared
v/ith the amount maintained in soil under an all-arable rotation, and proportionally
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the effect was larger at Woburn than at Rothamsted, possibly because the leys lasted for
three years of the five-year cycle at Woburn' Cut grass leys, tested only at Rothamsted,
gave smaller increases in organic matter than grazing leys. In all three experiments there
ivere unexpectedly small increases in soil organic matter under lucerne leys. After three
years of lucerne, soil organic matter was still larger than under an all-arable rotation.
b, average, three-year leys increased soil organic matter by not more that l0%
compared with the amounts present in continuous arable rotations.
Giass that remained unploughed for longer thatr tbree years was tested only at
Rothamsted but Fig. 7 shows that soil organic carbon increased by more than l0%.
The amount of the increase depended on the way the grass was managed; it was greater
when the grass was grazed than when it was cut at silage stage. The increases in soil
organic matter were not only larger when the grass was unploughed for 9 to 12 years,
but figs. I and 4 show that more organic matter remained after nine years ofcontinuous
arableiropping that followed than when three years ofley and three years ofarable crops
alternated.
Summary
l. Changes in soil organic carbon were measured in three experiments made to compare
ley-arabie with all-arable cropping systems and to test their effects on succeeding arable
crops. Two experiments were at Rothamsted on soils of the Batcombe series, one at
Woburn on soil of the Cottenlam series.
2. Treatment cropping was for three years, test cropping was for two years at Wobum
and three years at Rothamsted. Test crops included winter wheat, barley, potatoes and
sugar beet.
3. At Rothamsted treatments included 'reseeded' and 'permanenf grass which lasted
longer than three years. Some of this grass was plou8tred after 9 or 12 years and its
effects tested by arable crops gro\rn for nine years.
4. The leys were lucerne and cut $ass (Rothamsted only), both cut at silage stage, and
grazecl ley. At Rothamsted grazing was phased out and starting in 1962 a grass-clover ley
without nitrogen fertiliser was compared with an all-grass ley receiving 75 kg N/ha for
each cut at silage stage. Also at this time, these two systems ofgrass management, much
N y. no N, were compared on some of the reseeded grass and all t}te f,ermanent grass.
5. All experiments included a test of farmyard manure to the root test crop, 30 t/ha
once in six years at Rottramsted, 38 t/ha once in five years at Woburn. The effect of
FYM is discussed for the Woburn results but not for those at Rothamsted where only
three dressings were given'
6. At the start of the experiments the soils had different amounts of organic matter.
There was l'Wl C on Series D, Stackyard Field at Woburn in 1938, farmed on a
Norfolk four-course rotation since 1876; at Rothamsted in 1949, soil of Fosters Field
had 1'65 % C following a long rotation of arable crops, and the soil of Highfeld, long in
permanent grass contained 2'75 [ C.
?. All the arable rotations lost organic matter. At Wobum, the total loss was about
14/" of the organc matter originally present and this continued steadily during 28 years.
On Fosters Field, it was less than l0 "l and no carbon was lost during the last few years.
On Highfield, where there was much orgaDic matter at the start, about 25% was lost
l5l
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during 15 years but the rate of loss decreased markedly in the Iast few years. Continuous
arable cropping did not decrease the organic matter content of the three soils to the same
amount, even after more than 20 years.
-8. In all three exlrriments, after growing a three-year lucerne ley, the soil had only alittle more organic matter than soil undei an all-arable rotation. ''
9.9ft!e.three-yearleysthegrazedleyincreasedsoilorganicmattermostbutonlybyabout
l0fl. This was not enough to increase the amount of organic matter at Woburi to equat
that on Fosters or that on Fosters to equal that on- tfighfield. At Wobum, gi;in;
38 t FYM/ha 91ery fifth year to the frst iest crop following the ley inueased oiganii
matter-by 351&tling 28 yars. At Rothamsted a cut grass ley increased organic m-atter
rather less than the gazed ley.
10. Organic matler increased most with reseeded and permanent grass (tested at
Rothamstcd only). More soil organic matter was conserued when the fass was grazed
than where it was cut at silage stage. During the fi$t 12 yean while grizing laste-d, soil
organic Tatter iqcregsed by about 30% with reseeded grass on t6th H-ighfietd andFosters. During the following six years, when the reseeded grass was cut repeatedly at
silage stage, soil organic matter decreased, and after six yearJ there was only- 15 to iOl
more than at the start of the experiment.
ll. Soil organic matter was 66iltained better by a long period (9 to t2 years) in grassfo[gw{ Uy an equally long period in continued arable iropping rather than'by i'lter_
nating three years of ley with three years of arable cropping. - -
l?. Additional organic matter was applied at Woburn as FyM once every five years.
The effect of three to five dressings, each of 38 t/14 was less where the soilj were
ploughed erery year for arable crops tlan where grazed ley and lucerne remained un-
ploughed for three years. The increases in organic carbon were 25 and 401 of the
amounts applied in FYM for the all-arable and the ley systems respectively.
13. At Woburn the effects ofhaving each of the four cropping systems (i) always on the
sam€ plot \ryas compared with (ii) having the cropping iyitems- follow one another on
each plot, arable and ley systems alternating. During the twenty+ight years of the experi-
ment alternating the treatment sequences conserved organic mattir rither than accumu-
lated it as with continuous grazed ley or decreased it as with continuous arable cropping.
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APPENDIx
Methods of sampling atril u"Iysis
Rothamsted I*y-Arable experiments. Soil samples were always taken with a 2 cm dia'
meter semi-cylinder sampler. From 1956 to 1962 plots were sampled at the end of the
third treatment or third test year. Since 1964 most samples lvere taken at the end of ttre
third treatment year to determine the maximum effect of the leys.
Samples were taken from other blocks ia 1956-57, in addition to those for organic
carbon, to estimate amounts of readily-soluble P and K. d'Arifat and Wanen (1965)
discussed only the results from samples taken for organic carbon determinations. Subse-
quently it was observed that, after the first few years of the experiments, the amounts of
organic matter changed little over periods of one or two years and that block differences,
although not large, could not be ignored. The organic carbon contents of some of the
soils sampled in 1956-57 were determined recently, together with those of soils sampled
since 1964, to provide average results from as many blocks as possible.
At the start of the experiments ploughing was shallow, not more than 15 cm deep,
especially on Highfield, During the experiments ploughing tlepth increased to about
23 cm as more powerful tractors were used. Initially soil sampling was done at two
depths, 0 to 15 and 15 to 30 cm but since 1968 the 0 to 22.5 cm depth only was sampled.
For comparisons throughout ttre experiment a weighted mean of the results for the 0 to
l5 and 15 to 30 cm depttrs was used to get a value for the 0 to 22'5 cm depth. The validity
of this was tested by comparing results from two sets of samples taken in 1967. A weighted
mean for the 0 to 22.5 cm depth, calculated from the individual results of the 0 to 15
and 15 to 30 cm depths, was about 10f less than for the sample taken directly from tlle
0 to 22.5 cm for all four treatment sequences, arable, lucerne, grass +lover ley and ley-
with-N. This effect was small but would explain the slight anomaly in the Fosters results
discussed earlier.
When potatoes were grown as a test crop the plots were sptt to test farmyard manure
(FYM). The dressing, 30 t/ha was applied once in six years; only three dressings,
i.e. 90 t/ha, were applied during the period considered. On the basis of the results
given in detail in the section on the Wobum Ley-Arable experiment, 90 t/ha could
have increased the amount of soil carbon by between 0'051 C with continuous arable,
a,i,d 0.09\C with gazed ley. From 1949-61 potatoes were also grown in the arable
treatment rotation, se€ds hay, potatoes, barley, and two of the four subplots in each plot
received 30 t/ha of FYM. This test of FYM ceased when sugar beet replaced potatoes
in this rotation. In practice, however, the subplots testing FYM were not sampled
separately but equal numbers of soil cores were always taken from both subplots.
Most of the samples taken between I 956 and I 962 were analysed by the Walkley-Black
method (1934) and the % C determined was multiplied by a factor of 1.3. Earlier samples,
together with the extra 195G57 samples and all those since 1963, were analysed by
Bremner and Jenkinson's (1960) modification of Tinsley's method with slight further
modification that reflux condensers were used to prevent evaporation of the solution.
When the two methods were compared on ttrese Rothamsted soils it was found that the
results rpere closely related. Results by the Tinsley method were, on average,95f of
those by the Walkley-Black method where the lC as determined had been multiplied
by the factor 1.3. Each Walkley-Black result was therefore converted to a 'Tinsley
carbon' by multiplying by 0.95. In practice it was found that when a weighted mean for
the 0 to 22.5 cm depth was multiplied by 0.95 to give a 'Tinsley carbon' the result was
almost identical with that given by d'Arifat and Warren (1964) for the %C, measured
by the Walkley-Black me&od, for the 0 to 30 cm depth.
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Appendix Tables I , 2 and 3 give, in rletail, the results from the Rothamsted experiments.
Woburn Ley-Arable e{,eriment Soil samples taken from each block before the experi-
ment started had been kept; they were analysed recently for organic carbon. Since i956
soil samples were always taken with a 2cm diameter semi-cylinder sampler. In 1956,
1957 and 1960 all plots were sampled; subsequently sampling was done at the end of the
third treatment year. Sampling was always to the same depth, 0 to 25 cm, and the sub-
plots with and without FYM were sampled separately. As with the Rothamsted results,
it was observed that although ttre amount of organic matter changed little over one or
two years it was necessary to average results from the same blocks. To do this, samples
taken in 1956, 1957 and 1960 and which were one year away from the third treatment
year lyere analysed and the results used as ttrough the samples had been taken in the
ttrird treatment year. These soils were originally sampled to measure changes in the
amounts of readily soluble P and K, the organic carbon content of all samples were
determined only recently. All samples were analysed by the Bremner and Jenkinson
(1960) modification of Tinsley's method as used for many of the Rothamsted soils. All
results are glvet as /"C (Iinsley method) in air dry soil 0 to 25 cm depth.
Appendix Tables 4 and 5 give, in detail, the results from the Woburn experiment.
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